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To Our Community: 

For  us,  th is  is  a repor t  of  a  d i f ferent  k ind.  This  repor t  is  d i f ferent  because,  
together  wi th our  s takeholders,  we are reth ink ing decades of  what  
secondary school  educat ion has looked l ike for  the Thames Val ley Dis t r ic t  
School  Board.   

I  chal lenged our  Team to envis ion a way to bet ter  prepare our  secondary 
students for  the wor ld in  which they l i ve ;  to create new oppor tuni t ies in  
educat ion;  and,  to  put  change in to pract ice.  I t  is  up to us as a Board to 
provide new and innovat ive programs, courses,  inst ruct ional  pract ices,  and 
learn ing  spaces in  order  to provide a more re levant  and insp i r ing  secondary 
school  exper ience for  s tudents today and in  the future.  To do th is ,  we 
needed to hear  f rom the s takeholders who held the answers ,  and combine i t  
wi th  in formed evidence f rom leading  researchers.   

Over  the course of  four  weeks,  we engaged the voices of  our  Thames Val ley 
learn ing  communi ty in  the d ia logue about  reth ink ing  secondary learn ing .  
W ith the ass is tance of  Teamworks Incorporated,  a th i rd-par ty consul tant ,  
and our  own TVDSB Senior  Adminis t rat ion and Research and Assessment  
teams, we heard f rom secondary and e lementary s tudents,  parents /
careg ivers,  s taf f ,  teachers,  adminis t rators ,  Trustees,  recent  g raduates,  
postsecondary inst i tu t ions and employers.  Over  2,000 voices came together  
to  provide input  on a more valuable learn ing  exper ience—and i t  is  v is ionary.   

In  th is  report ,  we are br ing ing together these voices and v is ion to bet ter  
understand how we wi l l  c reate a more responsive and progress ive 
secondary school  learn ing  communi ty.  The repor t  presents  stakeholders ’  
be l ie fs  and aspirat ions a long wi th compel l ing  educat ional  research about  
ways that  our  s tudents  learn and thei r  educat ional  needs and des i res in  a 
g lobal  communi ty.  This  input  wi l l  a l low us to p lan and del iver  the h ighest  
qual i ty programs and exper iences for  a l l  o f  our  students .   

Our  f ramework for  Reth ink  Secondary Learn ing  is  out l ined in  the Reth ink 
Secondary Commitments,  which wi l l  he lp us t rans late our shared vis ion in to 
pract ice.  I t  is  imperat ive that  we del iver  on these commitments to  chang ing 
the secondary model  based on your  input  and educat ional  research.   

A future repor t  wi l l  out l ine s t rateg ies for  our  next  s teps and how we wi l l  
c reate new oppor tuni t ies for  s tudents that  are ag i le  enough to cont inue to 
be vis ionary moving  forward.  I t  is  t ime for  a bold,  new v is ion for  secondary 
educat ion.  Our  stakeholders are ready for  t ransformat ion and our  s tudents 
deserve i t .   

 

 

Laura El l io t t  

Di rector  of  Educat ion 



Thank you to everyone who shared thei r  s tor ies and perspect ives through 

the d iscuss ion groups and onl ine survey.  Your  pass ion,  ins ights  and 

aspirat ions are t ru ly inva luable!   

We would l ike to  recognize the very impor tant  ro le p layed by Max Carbone 

and Al fonso Aie l lo  f rom Teamworks Incorporated.  This  repor t  would not  

have been poss ib le wi thout  the i r  knowledge, ins ight  and innovat ive th ink ing .   

In  addi t ion,  we wou ld l ike to  acknowledge the input  and guidance provided 

by the ent i re  senior  adminis t rat ive team.  They deserve a very specia l  thank  

you for  the i r  v is ion and dedicat ion to secondary learn ing .   

A message from the authors 

Kevin  Bushe l l ,  Execut ive Of f icer  

Laura E l l io t t ,  D irec tor  of  Educat ion  

Richard Hof fman,  Pub l ic  Af fa i rs  Coordina tor  

Rose Anne Ku iper ,  Learn ing Superv isor  

Don Macpherson,  Super intendent  of  Student  Achievement  

Pau l  McKenzie ,  Super in tendent  of  Student  Ach ievement  

Va ler ie  Nie lsen,  Assoc iate Direc tor  of  Educat ion,  Learn ing  Suppor t  Serv ices  

Jef f  Prat t ,  Assoc ia te  Direc tor  of  Educat ion ,  Organ izat iona l  Suppor t  Serv ices  

Norah Rayf ie ld,  Research and Assessment  Assoc ia te  

Barb Son ier ,  Super intendent  of  S tudent  Ach ievement  

Tania  Testa ,  Communicat ions Manager  

Karen W i lk inson,  Super intendent  of  Student  Achievement  

Jack ie W ood,  Research and Assessment  Assoc iate  

Rethink Secondary Learning Committee Members 
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6 Changing society, 

changing needs 

6 Consulting with our 

stakeholders 

7 Sharing experiences 

and ideas 

7 Organization of this 

resource 

Over 220 years ago, the first publicly funded secondary 

school opened in Ontario. Education during this time focused 

on reading, writing and arithmetic and instilling in students 

what was considered “appropriate modes of thought and 

behaviour“ (Canadian Encyclopedia, The History of 

Education, 2015). The goal was to give students the skills the 

state believed were necessary to live in the newly introduced 

democratic system.  

Today, the goal of secondary school education has evolved to 

include other elements such as a positive sense of self, the 

development of skills for students to reach their full potential, 

high academic performance and the ability and motivation to 

engage in lifelong learning (Ontario Ministry of Education, 

2014). 

In the beginning 

7 Look for these 

features throughout 
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Changing society, changing needs 

As we continue into the 21st century, our communities have become 

more diverse. We now have access to technologies that bring 

incredible levels of connection. Most of us belong to multiple 

communities through our schools, work, our interests and hobbies 

and our belief and value systems. Similarly, our schools are focal 

points for interactions that easily link students with people across 

our region and the world. 

The opportunities and challenges students faced in the 18th century 

are different from those students face today. Students need to 

develop and apply knowledge and skills in different ways to address 

these complex and global issues.  

Schools have changed throughout the past to respond to evolving 

needs and we believe that today’s secondary schools are on the 

verge of another change. One that involves technology, our 

communities and the globalization of our society and economy.  

Consulting with our stakeholders 

In the wake of these changes, we set 

out to answer the following question: 

Are our secondary schools providing 

youth with the knowledge and skills to 

reach their full potential in today’s 

changing reality? We heard from our 

students, their parents/caregivers, 

teachers, administrators, trustees, 

board employees and post-secondary 

and industry leaders. They shared 

their experiences, their beliefs and 

ideas about secondary learning. They 

discussed what they value, their 

aspirations and what they feel is 

needed to help students reach their 

full potential.  

Much of what was shared is echoed through years of research 

outlining essential knowledge and skills and the types of 

environments and experiences that best facilitate learning (Please 

see References on pages 40-42). 

F��� �� 
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“The problems facing our kids 

are global and complex. Their 

everyday experiences in school 

do not align with the world 

today—a world characterized by 

diversity, rapid change and ever-

more-sophisticated 

technologies.” 

Canadians for 21st Century 

Learning & Innovation,  

2015, p. 9 

D�� Y�	 K��"? 

Through the Rethink Secondary 

Learning initiative, Thames 

Valley District School Board 

aspired to: 

• engage all stakeholder 

groups in identifying 

students’ needs and 

interests, as well as 

emerging local and global 

needs; and 

• explore programs, practices 

and structures that meet 

identified needs and 

aspirations. 

“A child born today will graduate 

from high school into a very 

different world. By 2030, simply 

knowing facts will have little 

value. Education will need to 

equip learners to think 

creatively, independently, 

rigorously and collaboratively in 

full awareness of themselves 

and their social context.” 

Brooks & Holmes, 2013, p. 6 
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Sharing experiences and ideas 

This report merges the stories and opinions of our stakeholders with 

the knowledge and experiences gained from extensive research. It 

highlights both the diversity of our students and educational 

aspirations, as well as the shared beliefs and values that exist within 

and across stakeholder groups.  

Look for these features throughout 

In  their  own voices 

W hat par t ic ipants  shared dur ing  consu l tat ion 

sess ions  

Did you know? 

Facts  and observat ions to prov ide  background 

in format ion  

From the research 

Ins ight  and ideas f rom the l i terature  to  deepen 

unders tand ing  

Organization of this resource 

This resource is organized into five parts. The first two parts 

introduce readers to the purpose for this initiative and provides 

some background information; specifically about the Thames Valley 

District School Board and more generally about trends in secondary 

education. 

Part three outlines the approach taken to engage stakeholders in 

the process of understanding the current reality and share ideas for 

moving forward. This section also highlights how stakeholder 

perspectives were gathered and analyzed. 

Parts four and five are the core of the resource. In these sections, 

the collective story of stakeholders is shared and infused with 

relevant research. These values, insights and aspirations inform 

specific next steps—our commitment for moving forward. 
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Thames Valley District School Board’s (TVDSB) population 

includes students from both rural areas and urban centers. 

Currently over 22,000 students attend secondary schools 

throughout our school district. Our students have incredibly 

diverse experiences, backgrounds, needs and aspirations.  

In addition to our increasingly diverse student population, 

Thames Valley is one of the largest boards in Ontario, 

covering an area of over 7,000 square kilometers. TVDSB 

services students within four regions (Elgin, London, 

Middlesex and Oxford) and three First Nations (Chippewas of 

the Thames First Nation, Munsee-Delaware Nation and 

Oneida Nation of the Thames).  

10 Enrolment 

11 Programs and 

courses 

11 Implications 

Who we are 
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Enrolment 
Since a peak in 1999-2000, the TVDSB has experienced a decline 

in secondary enrolment. This decline is due to a number of factors 

including: the elimination of grade 13/OAC, the 34 Credit 

Threshold, a general demographic trend toward fewer children per 

family and relatively lower immigration rates for the region (Ontario 

Ministry of Finance, 2012).  

As the Secondary Enrolment Historical and Projected chart below 

illustrates, the secondary decline for TVDSB is projected to 

continue through to 2017-2018 after which enrolment numbers are 

expected to stabilize and then further decline. Even with this 

anticipated stabilization, enrolment numbers at the secondary level 

are not expected to reach the levels experienced in the late 1990s.  

• Approximately 1 in 5 students 

in secondary school has an 

Individual Education Plan. 

(IEP). 

• Over the past six years, the 

number of self-identified First 

Nations, Métis or Inuit 

students has increased by 

43% - up to 2.8% of the 

entire student population. 

• 1 in 10 secondary students 

are born outside of Canada 

and about 5% are English 

language learners. 

• The number of International 

Students enrolled in TVDSB 

is increasing steadily. 

• Over the last couple of years, 

as many as 1400+ secondary 

students attended alternative 

education programs 

throughout each school year.   

Student Diversity 

in TVDSB 

• Over the past three years, on 

average, 77% of first-time 

eligible students passed the 

Grade 10 Literacy Test. 

• Over the past three years, on 

average, the percentage of 

students achieving at or above 

provincial standard in Grade 9 

Mathematics was 41% in 

applied and 82% in academic. 

• In 2014-2015, 72% of students 

achieved 16 or more credits by 

the end of Grade 10. 

• In 2015 the four-year 

graduation rate was 66% and 

the five-year rate was 78%. 

Figure 1: Secondary Enrolment Historical and Projected 
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The effects of declining enrolment are far-reaching given that over 

two-thirds of a school board’s revenue is based on enrolment. 

Continued drops in enrolment will result in reductions to both the 

number and variety of courses and supports offered. As outlined in 

the Declining Enrolment Working Group report, “the cost of 

maintaining excess and underutilized school space can divert 

significant resources from programs and services for 

students” (2009, p. ii).  

Offering secondary students courses for multiple pathways (see p. 

11 for a description of the pathways) to post-secondary success can 

be difficult. This is especially true in smaller schools since it is an 

expectation that “all schools will offer both a sufficient number of 

courses and courses of appropriate types to enable students to 

meet the diploma requirements. Schools are not expected to offer 

all courses in all course types, but must provide a range of choices 

appropriate to the needs and interests of their students” (Ontario 

Ministry of Education, 2011, p 65). 

D�� Y�	 K��"? 

Student Achievement 

in TVDSB 

D�� Y�	 K��"? 
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Programs and courses 

TVDSB offers optional programs such as French Immersion and 

Emphasis Technology to secondary students across the region. As 

well, the Specialist High Skills Major (SHSM) program is offered at 

23 schools across Thames Valley. The SHSM is a Ministry 

approved specialized program that allows students to develop their 

skills in the following areas: Agriculture, Arts and Culture, Business, 

Construction, Environment, Health and Wellness, Horticulture and 

Landscaping, Hospitality and Tourism, Information and 

Communications Technology, Manufacturing, Sports and 

Transportation (see Appendix E for program descriptions). 

English as a Second Language (ESL) and English Literacy 

Development (ELD) programs and courses are also offered across 

Thames Valley to support our English language learners. 

Throughout Thames Valley’s secondary schools, the number and 

type of courses being offered varies. The range of courses that 

students can access depends on a number of factors including: 

graduation requirements, student interests, availability of staff and 

funding. As a result, schools are not always able to run all courses 

that students express an interest in taking. In addition, it can be 

difficult for schools to deliver programming that is responsive to 

diverse student learning needs. Program delivery is explored in 

greater depth on pages 22-25.    

Specialized Programs 

in TVDSB 

• 48 Specialist High Skills 

Major Programs 

• 6 Emphasis-Technology 

secondary schools 

• Partnerships with Fanshawe 

College, Lambton College 

and Western University to 

offer dual-credit, School 

Within a College and School 

Within a University 

• Work internship programs 

offered in 22 secondary 

schools 

• Approximately 450 students 

will participate in the Ontario 

Youth Apprenticeship 

Program during the 2015-

2016 school year 

• Alternative education 

programs like ASPIRE offer 

students increased flexibility 

in their learning journey and 

the opportunity to obtain an 

OSSD 

• Programs such as Bealart 

offer the opportunity for 

students to access specialist 

teachers, community mentors 

and specialized equipment 

D�� Y�	 K��"? 

Implications 

Diversity and equity 

Ontario’s Equity and Inclusive Education Strategy outlines the 

importance of equity in education. “In an increasingly diverse 

Ontario, that means ensuring that all of our students are engaged, 

included, and respected, and that they see themselves reflected in 

their learning environment” (Ontario Ministry of Education, 2009, p. 

5). Recognizing and promoting diversity within the TVDSB is an 

important aspect of the Board’s Strategic Plan. In our increasingly 

diverse society it is imperative that TVDSB programs and resources 

are available, accessible and appropriate for all of our students. 

Enrolment and funding 

As secondary school enrolments shrink and the percentage of 

students with diverse backgrounds and needs increases, program 

viability becomes more problematic. Enrolment is directly linked to 

both funding and staffing since the Ministry of Education allocates 

the majority of school board revenue based on student enrolment 

numbers (Ontario Ministry of Education, 2016, p.11).  

Smaller secondary schools are faced with offering a limited variety 

of courses for their students. Some courses cannot be offered every 

year making the full range of programming a challenge to deliver 

(Declining Enrolment Working Group, 2009) .  

The Thames Valley District School Board faces a challenging future: 

with shrinking resources, how to create and maintain quality 

learning opportunities in all secondary schools for all students.  

TVDSB honours a variety of 

pathways to post-secondary 

success by offering a variety of 

programs and courses that 

prepare students for: 

• Apprenticeship training 

• College 

• University 

• The workforce 

• Community living 

Ontario Ministry of Education, 

2013c 

Pathways to Success 

D�� Y�	 K��"? 
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This document was developed through consultation with a 

wide range of people and a careful examination of the 

research literature. 

The development process involved: 

• summarizing information about our diverse student 

population including current trends in achievement and 

enrolment; 

• listening to stakeholders’ experiences and ideas regarding 

diverse student learning needs and aspirations; 

• enhancing our stakeholder perspectives with relevant 

research; and 

• working closely with system leaders to develop 

commitments to rethink secondary learning. 

Developing this resource 14 Rethink Secondary 

Learning Committee 

14 Discussion groups 

15 Honouring diverse 

perspectives 

15 Online survey 
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Rethink Secondary Learning Committee 

In the Fall of 2015, a working committee was created to oversee the 

development of this resource document in order to bring together the 

voices of our stakeholders and address the evolving needs of our 

secondary students. 

This Committee is comprised of senior administrators, as well as 

representatives from Communications and Research and 

Assessment Services. This Committee’s primary task was to provide 

input and oversight in supporting the design and implementation of 

the stakeholder discussion groups, development of the online 

survey, analysis of results and the creation of the final report. 

To enhance the objectivity and independence of the Rethink project, 

the Committee decided to hire an external consultant, Teamworks 

Incorporated. Together, the Committee and Teamworks Incorporated 

discussed the questions, sampling guidelines, discussion group 

procedure and framework for analyzing the information shared by 

participants. Members of the Teamworks Incorporated staff 

facilitated the discussion groups and coordinated the online survey.  

The discussion sessions gave our stakeholder groups the 

opportunity to share their perspectives and learn more about the 

experiences and ideas of others.  

Conversations focused on the following: 

• experiences and opportunities valued by students, 

• beliefs about what contributes to success in secondary school, 

• diverse interests and goals, and 

• ideas about what knowledge and skills are needed to thrive 

today and into the future.  

Sessions were held from March 7th to March 10th, 2016. The 

number of participants by stakeholder group is outlined in Table 1 

(left). Groups were comprised of approximately 10 participants from 

the same stakeholder group, but representing different schools/

sectors. Participants had the opportunity to write down their 

thoughts on questions posed by facilitators prior to discussions at 

their table. Every participant was invited to share their individual 

perspectives before moving on to a group discussion. Scribes sitting 

at each of the tables recorded individual responses verbatim. 

Discussion groups 

Groups Count 

Secondary 

Students 
350 

Elementary 

Students 
80 

Parents/Trustees 81 

TVDSB Staff 210 

Employer Groups 17 

Post-Secondary 

Institutions 
14 

TOTAL 752 

Table 1: Discussion Group Counts 

D�� Y�	 K��"? 
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Online survey 

In addition to discussion groups, all stakeholders were encouraged to 

complete an online survey (Appendix B). Initial themes drawn from the 

consultation sessions were used to form the survey questions. Survey 

items were further refined with input from the Committee. The survey 

was available online for completion from April 6th to April 18th, 2016. 

The online survey collected responses from seven different 

stakeholder groups which included: elementary students, secondary 

students, parents/caregivers, recent graduates, staff and trustees, 

post-secondary institution representatives and employer groups. The 

number of responses from these groups are shown in Table 2 (right). 

Due to the small number of participants from the recent graduates, 

post-secondary institutions and employer groups, these response 

groups were excluded from the statistical analysis. However, 

descriptive data has been included (see pp. 30-31).  

The online survey results were analyzed by comparing participant 

group responses. The questions involving secondary school 

experiences and skills were designed using a scale from 0 to 10, 

where 0=not at all important and 10=extremely important. Means and 

standard deviations were calculated for each item (pp. 30-31). An 

analysis of variance (ANOVA) was also conducted and for significant 

differences, Tukey’s post hoc comparison was used to calculate 

adjusted p-values (see Appendix C).  

Stakeholders’ collective perspectives, as shared through the 

discussion sessions and online survey, are presented in the 

subsequent section.  

Honouring diverse perspectives 

There was a tremendous amount of information shared during the 

consultations. Scribes captured individual responses during the 

sessions. In respect of the diverse perspectives shared by all, every 

response was read, re-read and coded. No weighting was applied as 

all realities and ideas from our stakeholders are valuable. 

There were several researchers who analyzed the scribed responses 

from stakeholders. As a means of increasing consistency, a coding 

framework was created. This framework was derived from an initial 

review of the data. The framework further evolved throughout the 

analysis process in response to new ideas and interpretations. Similar 

ideas were grouped together and, where possible, direct quotes used 

to convey participant stories using their own words. These stories 

form the basis of the report and are enhanced with survey responses 

and relevant research. Any differences between and within groups, 

where they exist, are highlighted throughout. 

Groups Count 

Secondary 

Students 
463 

Elementary 

Students 
63 

Parents/

caregivers 
625 

TVDSB Staff/

Trustees 
255 

Employer 

Groups 
21 

Post-Secondary 

Institutions 
30 

TOTAL 1466 

Recent TVDSB 

Graduates 
9 

Table 2: Survey Response Counts 

D�� Y�	 K��"? 
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In a time of continuous and rapid change in technology and 

employment opportunities, stakeholders from TVDSB are 

embracing the opportunity to rethink secondary learning. 

Through face-to-face and online consultation, students, staff, 

parents/caregivers, trustees, and representatives from 

employer groups and post-secondary institutions shared their 

beliefs, experiences and ideas. What emerged is a need and 

desire to enhance secondary learning to ensure quality 

opportunities for all students.  

These three overarching themes of quality learning 

experiences, diverse opportunities and equity align with the 

Incheon Declaration of Education 2030: Towards inclusive 

and equitable quality education and lifelong learning for all 

(UNESCO, 2015). The themes of quality learning, diverse 

opportunities and equity were described by stakeholders in 

the following ways: 

• Quality learning experiences supported through positive 

relationships, excellent instructional practices, up-to-date 

resources and learning spaces and strong connections 

with the broader community (e.g. parents/caregivers, 

industry, non-profit sector, post-secondary); 

• Diverse opportunities for students to pursue their interests, 

both curricular and extracurricular, engage in hands-on 

and experiential learning and develop the knowledge and 

skills they need to thrive today and into the future; 

• Equity of opportunities in the form of programming and 

resources that meet individual needs and aspirations both 

within and across all secondary schools. 

The more specific details of what stakeholders shared are 

organized within the categories of learning environments, 

learning experiences and learning aspirations. Each of these 

categories is further divided into several subcategories 

derived from the discussion sessions and relevant literature. 

The third category, learning aspirations, is organized around 

UNESCO’s Four Pillars of Learning (Delors et al., 1996). 

Learning environments 

18 Culture 

20 Context 

21 Physical space and 

resources 

Learning experiences 

22 Courses and 

programs 

23 Instruction and 

assessment 

25 Extracurricular 

opportunities 

Learning aspirations 

26 Learning to know 

27 Learning to do 

28 Learning to live 

together 

28 Learning be 

Online survey analysis 

29 Stakeholder 

perspectives 

30 Commonalities and 

differences 
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Learning environments 

Through the consultation sessions stakeholders shared their 

perspectives on what they value most and believe contributes to 

student success* in secondary learning. Many comments referred to 

the settings, social and emotional dimensions and cultures in which 

learning is best supported. 

C	��	� 

Relationships built on trust and respect  

Positive interpersonal relationships 

with friends, family, staff and peers 

is both valued by stakeholders and 

believed to contribute to success 

(see Figure 2 below for survey 

responses).  

Stakeholders shared their beliefs 

that learners are more engaged and 

have better outcomes when they 

are surrounded by people who care 

about their emotional well-being.  

Caring behaviour was described by stakeholders as encouraging 

and inspiring students to try new things – to explore personal 

interests, develop strengths and reach their full potential. As well, 

stakeholders highlighted the importance of having counsellors, 

teachers and administrators who listen, are patient and provide 

guidance around school and personal issues.  

All of these factors influence student motivation and engagement in 

the learning process and have been found to result in meaningful 

change and growth academically, socially and developmentally 

(APA Coalition for Psychology in Schools and Education, 2015; 

Eccles & Roeser, 2011; McCombs, 2003; Murray-Harvey, 2010; 

Wang & Eccles, 2012).  

“When they [students] are valued 

and respected they are more 

likely to be successful. It 

motivates them to do well. It also 

helps build their self-esteem…” 

Parent/caregiver 

*No definition of success was provided. Some stakeholders commented on the 

fact that success means different things to different people. 

Artwork by: Aleksandra Romanowski 

“Research suggests that social 

support from teachers, peers, 

and parents can promote 

positive academic outcomes and 

prevent negative psychological 

outcomes during adolescence.” 

Wang & Eccles, 2012, p. 877 

“School climate matters. 

Sustained positive climate is 

associated with: 

• positive child and youth 

development, 

• effective risk prevention and 

health promotion efforts, 

• student learning and 

academic achievement, 

• increased student 

graduation rates, 

• and teacher retention.” 

Thapa et al., 2013, p. 369 
Figure 2: Perceived importance of relationships. Mean response by stakeholder 

group where 0 = not at all important and 10 = extremely important. 
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What is valued and 

contributes to success: 

“A culture for learning that 

encourages all students to feel 

welcome and valued equally.” 

Trustee 

“Supportive teachers. People you 

can trust to talk to about 

anything.” 

Secondary Student 
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High expectations 

During the consultation process stakeholders spoke of the 

importance in both challenging learners and believing that all 

students are capable of fulfilling high expectations - academically 

and socially. There was acknowledgement that necessary supports 

must be in place to create opportunities for students to establish 

and reach personal learning goals. 

High expectations are “deemed to have a self-fulfilling prophecy 

effect” such that beliefs influence behaviour and ultimately learning 

outcomes (Rubie-Davies et al, 2014). There is substantial evidence 

pointing to the protective and positive association between high 

expectations within the learning environment and student 

achievement and well-being (Benard, 1991; Benard, 2004; 

Henderson, 2013). Studies have shown that students are more 

likely than not to meet expectations regardless of whether they are 

high or low, correct or erroneous (Hattie, 2009). 

“Teachers’ expectations about 

their students affect students’ 

opportunities to learn, their 

motivation and their learning 

outcomes” 

APA Coalition for Psychology in 

School and Education, 2015 

“Passionate teachers that push 

us to do well.” 

Secondary Student 

Safe and inclusive environments  

Both during the consultation sessions and via the online survey (see 

Figure 3 below) stakeholders identified the importance of creating 

and maintaining learning environments where all students feel: 

• physically and emotionally safe, 

• connected to others at school, 

• free and proud to be themselves, 

• supported to ask questions, 

share ideas and learn from one 

another, and 

• encouraged and supported to 

take risks and make mistakes. 

 

The need to feel safe - physically, emotionally, socially and 

cognitively - is a human one. Learning and development is directly 

impacted by the environment in which we find ourselves. Positive, 

inclusive and safe spaces result in better mental and physical 

health, as well as learning outcomes (Thapa et al., 2013; Wang & 

Eccles, 2012). 

Gay Straight Alliance Conference, 2015 
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Figure 3: Perceived importance of safety and inclusivity. Mean response by 

stakeholder group where 0 = not at all important and 10 = extremely important. 
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“Where students see them-

selves reflected in the school.” 

Trustee 

An amazing place to learn: 

“Caring teachers and peers that 

help encourage students 

beyond what they think they are 

capable of.” 

Teacher 

“High expectations and belief 

that ALL students can learn.” 

Senior Administrator 

“Positive culture. Students want 

to be happy, safe and 

welcomed at school. A sense of 

belonging...” 

School Administrator 

“A good learning environment 

where you don’t feel scared to 

answer questions or give your 

opinion in class and feel 

comfortable with the teachers 

and students around you.” 

Elementary Student 
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Flexible schedules 

Structured and unstructured aspects of the school day, including 

scheduling, influences the ability of secondary schools to be 

responsive to students’ needs. Research suggests that flexible 

scheduling and the opportunity for students to engage in 

unstructured activities throughout the day supports adolescents’ 

needs for greater personalization, autonomy and connectedness 

(Ellerbrock & Kefer, 2013). 

When referring to flexibility in scheduling, stakeholders provided a 

variety of descriptions including: learning at your own pace, flexible 

start and end times and “catch up” or “flex-time” to review, “dig 

deeper” or get extra help.  

Within the literature, flexible structures and scheduling often include 

learning approaches that allow for more organic movement between 

learning activities, removing barriers of traditional bell schedule 

models (Johnson et al., 2015, p. 8). Proponents of these models 

suggest that versatile schedules are more student-centered and 

facilitate authentic and deeper learning (Brooks & Holmes, 2014). 

C���'� 

Supporting the whole student 

Representatives from all stakeholder groups spoke of the value and 

need for providing holistic supports and services. Examples 

provided throughout the four days of consultation include: breakfast 

programs, counselling and mental health supports, one-on-one help 

with school work from educators and peer tutors, outdoor education 

and connection with community.  

Online survey results also underscored the importance of guidance 

and career counselling services, as well as mental health supports 

(see Figure 4 below). 

Growing evidence indicates how tending to the social emotional and 

physical well-being of students enhances learning environments 

and optimizes academic outcomes (Murray-Harvey, 2010). 

Research from the field of cognitive, affective and social 

neuroscience substantiates the interplay of the mind, body and 

culture in learning and thinking (Immordino, Yang, 2011).  

Artwork by: Nina Malczewski 

Submission for the Mentally Healthy 

Schools Student Voice Competition, 2016 

“Students learn best if their 

school is a place that is safe and 

that we provide needs like food 

and counselling, so they don’t 

have to worry about that while 

they are in school...”  

Teacher 

“Find a way to individualize 

working pace.” 

Secondary Student 

“Creative timetabling solutions. 

Maybe not all classes need the 

same length…” 

School Administrator 

D�� Y�	 K��"? 

Key components at the core of 

the Ontario Ministry of 

Education’s (2016c) well-being 

strategy: 

Figure 4: Perceived importance of holistic supports. Mean response by stakeholder 

group where 0 = not at all important and 10 = extremely important.. 
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Flexible and modern learning spaces 

Responding to the question “What would make school an amazing 

place to learn?” students, staff and parents/caregivers spoke about the 

importance of physical spaces (see Figure 5 below for survey 

responses). In particular, designing physical spaces to accommodate 

learning where “form follows function”. Stakeholders described ideal 

physical spaces as follows: 

• able to accommodate independent and group learning, 

• technology-rich with access to equipment and Wi-Fi, 

• bright, clean and comfortable indoor facilities (e.g., air quality, 

temperature, natural light), 

• outdoor learning spaces, 

• furniture that is comfortable and can be easily reconfigured when 

necessary, and 

• common areas that can accommodate a variety of activities (e.g., 

socializing, de-stressing, studying/coursework, physical activities).  

There is a growing body of research to support the notion that design 

elements and features of physical classroom spaces affect teacher 

practice, learning experiences and outcomes (Brooks, 2011, 2012; 

Byers, Imms & Hartnell-Young, 2014; Neill & Etheridge, 2008). 

Access to up-to-date, relevant and necessary resources  

In order to facilitate quality learning opportunities, stakeholders 

identified the need to provide students with up-to-date and relevant 

resources (Figure 5 below summarizes survey results related to this 

theme). Technology and specialized equipment were most commonly 

cited as non-human resource needs. Access to robust technological 

infrastructure is necessary for some students (e.g., to access the 

curriculum and to demonstrate learning using assistive technology) and 

generally speaking beneficial for all (Ontario Ministry of Education, 

2013a). 

In fact, some researchers argue that technology-rich environments 

have the ability to transform learning (Groff, 2013; Langworthy et al., 

2010). Such environments are characterized by the integration of 

appropriate technology with effective instructional practices and a 

focus on enhancing digital skills.  

“Access to the tools you need so 

that you can learn.” 

Secondary Student 

“...gathering people to 

collaborate, inquire and inspire 

is supported by the physical 

space, the programming and the 

pedagogy.” 

Senior Administrator 

“Need clean, bright, positive 

learning environments.” 

Trustee 

“Student-centered approaches 

to learning require a physical 

space that adapts to learner 

demands. Using modular 

furniture and accessible 

information technology better 

supports alternative approaches 

to teaching and learning… 

Investment in flexible learning 

space design supports students 

and faculty and reinforces 

institutional commitment to 

educational excellence.” 

Neill & Etheridge, 2008, p. 53  

Highlights from the ever-

expanding research into 

technology-rich environments 

suggest the following benefits 

and opportunities: 

• increased engagement and 

motivation (Blamire, 2009), 

• supports student-centered 

learning (Mitra et al., 2005, 

Christensen et al., 2008; 

Groff, 2013), and 

• facilitates opportunities for 

interactive and collaborative 

learning (Groff, 2013). 
Figure 5: Perceived importance of physical spaces and resources. Mean response by 

stakeholder group where 0 = not at all important and 10 = extremely important. 
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Learning experiences 

When describing their perspectives on how students learn best, 

what is most valued and what contributes to learning, participants 

highlighted a variety of experiences related to programs and 

courses and interactions in which learning is facilitated. 

P������� ��� C�	��� 

Wide range of programs and courses at all schools 

Stakeholders shared their beliefs that choice in course selections is 

both of value to students and contributes to success. Providing 

students with the opportunity to explore a variety of courses, 

especially in grades 9 & 10, is seen as an important dimension of 

secondary learning. In addition, stakeholders spoke about the desire 

for more specialized and advanced courses, as well as programs 

geared towards specific careers, especially in the later years of 

secondary school. Concerns regarding inequity of course and 

program offerings across schools were raised by students, parents/

caregivers and staff. 

Responding to students’ desire for greater choice in what and how 

they learn, as well as facilitating more explicit connections to post-

secondary and career aspirations are central tenets of student-

centered learning (Friedlaender et al., 2014; Rogers-Chapman & 

Darling-Hammond, 2013). Such learning environments result in 

positive outcomes for students in terms of academic achievement, 

opportunities following secondary school and resilience (Ibid).  

Opportunities to explore multiple pathways and career options 

Representatives from all stakeholder groups discussed the 

challenge for students in selecting a pathway early on in their 

educational career. While the Ontario Secondary Schools policy 

emphasizes flexibility in pathway selection, recent data suggests 

that this is an uncommon practice (Ministry of Education in People 

for Education, 2015b). It is often challenging for students placed in a 

certain group to move to another one later on in their secondary 

education. In addition, students from lower income families and 

minority groups tend to be placed in less academically oriented 

tracks, which leads to greater achievement gaps (OECD, 2015). 

“...all students learn best when 

instruction, resources, and the 

learning environment are well 

suited to their particular 

strengths, interests, needs, and 

stage of readiness.” 

Ontario Ministry of Education, 

2013a, p. 8 

“Good to encourage them 

[students] to try and investigate 

different fields so they can see 

what they want to do.” 

Employer 

“[Schools] should offer more 

courses that benefit your future 

or your needs/wants. A lot of 

students want to take courses 

but they aren’t offered at their 

school.” 

Secondary Student 

“[There should be] equal 

opportunity for all kids in all 

regions of the board.” 

Parent/caregiver 

“A need for a variety of 

pathways—open the doors 

instead of closing them. Keep 

the options open [for students].” 

School Administrator 

Researchers note that assigning 

students to lower tracks early on 

“can be unreliable because prior 

attainment levels may be a weak 

guide to future potential.” 

OECD, 2012, p. 59 

Figure 6: Perceived importance of accessing a wide range of programs and courses. 

Mean response by stakeholder group where 0 = not at all important and 10 = 

extremely important. 
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Collaborating with local businesses, organizations and post-

secondary institutions 

Stakeholders discussed the value of strengthening connections with 

the broader community to support learning (e.g., co-op, field trips, 

exchange programs). Figure 7 below displays survey results related 

to community-based learning opportunities. Community connections 

can provide access to experts beyond the school and afford 

students opportunities to apply learning and skills in an authentic 

environment. These relationships not only have the potential to 

facilitate student learning, but also enhance citizenship (Brooks & 

Holmes, 2014; Johnson et al., 2015).  

According to researchers Rogers-Chapman & Darling-Hammond 

(2013), fusing in-class learning with industry-related experiences 

and expertise benefits students in a number of ways: students apply 

their classroom knowledge to real-world problems; high student 

completion rates; helps students identify career interests and skills; 

and provides opportunities for students to develop skills critical for 

future careers. 

“Community based learning 

opportunities can be 

transformative!” 

Post-Secondary 

“[Students value] 

opportunities to connect their 

learning with their 

community.” 

Senior Administrator 

Relevant and engaging instruction 

Demonstrating the purpose and relevance of new concepts to the 

“real-world” was identified by stakeholders as central to the learning 

process. The neuroscience behind these beliefs concludes that 

meaningful and permanent learning occurs within in a state of 

“relaxed alertness” (Caine and Caine, 1990). When students are 

adequately challenged, feel safe and perceive information as 

relevant, they are more open and able to learn more easily 

(Gozuyesil & Dikici, 2014).  

Greater engagement and deeper learning occurs when students 

have the opportunity to draw on and share their existing knowledge 

and experiences (Allensworth & Easton, 2007; Ginsberg, 2005; 

Willis, 2011) and contextualize their learning through relevant 

examples and hands-on opportunities (Johnson et all., 2015, Willis, 

2011).  

“[Students] want to see their 

education is relevant to the 

world and where they are 

going.” 

Parent/Caregiver 

Students learn best “when 

they have a reason to care 

about what they are doing, if 

they don’t care they will only 

do what they need to do, it 

they want to do it they will go 

above and beyond to learn 

on their own.” 

Teacher 

I����	����� ��� A������� 

Figure 7: Perceived importance of community-based learning opportunities. Mean 

response by stakeholder group where 0 = not at all important and 10 = extremely 

important. 
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Student voice and choice 

Stakeholders believe that students learn best when empowered and 

supported to take an active role in their education. For example, 

when they are given opportunities to share their perspectives and 

ideas, collaborate with their peers and educators and have a choice 

in both the learning and assessment process. In 2013, the Ministry of 

Education released a special issue in their capacity series related to 

student voice. Below is a graphic illustrating the student voice 

continuum. 

Using a variety of strategies, supports and tools in response to 

different learning needs 

Personalized learning refers to a range of programs, approaches 

and tools intended to meet diverse student needs, interests and 

aspirations (Education Glossary, 2015). Stakeholders view a 

personalized or student-centered approach as most effective in 

supporting learning. As highlighted within Learning for All (Ontario 

Ministry of Education, 2013a), characteristics of a responsive 

classroom environment include: 

• a range of relevant, engaging and responsive instructional 

strategies and materials, 

• a variety of technologies, 

• flexible use of space, 

• flexible groupings (e.g., whole and small group instruction and 

independent work), and 

• varying levels of support (e.g., Individual Education Plans). 

These approaches and tools play an important role in helping to 

meet diverse needs (Johnson et al., 2015; Tomlinson, 2003); 

however, a truly personalized or student-centered learning 

experience integrates adaptability with choice and self-

determination. 

“Having choices and 

alternatives because not all 

students learn the same way 

or [in the] same environment.” 

Teacher 

“...providing students with 

clear feedback on their 

learning goals, fostering 

intrinsic motivation and 

providing students with 

choices in the tasks that they 

compete, all appear to have 

marked effects on both 

student social-psychological 

and academic outcomes…” 

Rubie-Davies et al.,  

2015, p. 75 

“In a diverse classroom, no 

single method can reach all 

learners. Multiple pathways 

to achieving goals are 

needed.” 

Hitchcock et al., 2002, p. 18 

There are numerous 

opportunities for choice  

within learning environments: 

• Whom will students work 

with? 

• What content will students 

work with? 

• When will students need 

to complete specific 

tasks? 

• Where will students work? 

• How will students 

complete a given task? 
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“...opportunities to express 

learning in different ways like 

writing a song, a letter from a 

historical perspective [or] 

performing a play.”  

Elementary Student 

A Resource for Moving Forward 
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Learning as a process and product 

Learning, as defined in the field of psychology, is “the process 

through which experience causes permanent change in knowledge 

or behaviour” (Woolfolk et al., 2012). Existing awareness, beliefs 

and experiences influence our ability and readiness to acquire new 

knowledge and skills. Given the diversity of backgrounds, interests 

and existing understanding of learners, it is not surprising that 

stakeholders identified a variety of ways in which students best 

learn: through observation, discussion, reflection and practice. 

Stakeholders also mentioned the importance of the following: 

learning by posing and answering questions, receiving timely and 

descriptive feedback from educators and their peers, taking risks 

and making mistakes and having opportunities to dive deeper into 

learning at their own pace. Above all else, stakeholders 

acknowledged the value of the learning process, or as stated by 

educators and researchers Katz & Dack (2014, p. 36): “the idea of 

learning in and of itself is just as important as the content area in 

which the learning is taking place”. 
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Breadth of extracurricular opportunities 

Stakeholder perspectives echo research findings that extracurricular 

opportunities benefit students in numerous ways. For example, such 

opportunities help students become well-rounded in terms of social, 

emotional, physical and cognitive outcomes. Extracurricular activities 

enable students to discover and follow their passions and learn more 

about themselves. Students have the chance to try new things, build 

confidence and develop relationships (Eccles & Roeser, 2011; 

Ellerbrock & Kiefer, 2013).  

In addition, these opportunities teach important interpersonal, time 

management and leadership skills and promote well-being and 

positive self-esteem that often endures into adulthood (Eccles & 

Roeser, 2011). According to stakeholders, the availability and 

accessibility of extracurricular opportunities for students with diverse 

interests, backgrounds and abilities is essential in creating an 

inclusive and positive secondary school experience (see Figure 8 

below for survey responses related to extracurricular activities). 

Figure 8: Perceived importance of extracurricular opportunities. Mean response by 

stakeholder group where 0 = not at all important and 10 = extremely important. 

“Extracurricular [activities] helps 

to contribute to my success 

because it helps me to come out 

of my shell and be myself. Builds 

confidence through sports, 

which translates to confidence in 

the classroom.” 

Secondary Student 

“We need to focus more on 

learning rather than the marks.” 

Secondary Student 

“Teaching them [students] how 

to learn not just the curriculum 

expectations.”  

School Administrator 
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“Learning process is key, not 

[the] content.” 

Parent/caregiver 

“[Students value] a breadth of co

-curricular activities beyond 

athletics.” 

Senior Administrator 
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Learning aspirations 

Through the discussion sessions and the online survey, 

stakeholders were asked to share their ideas around programming, 

knowledge and skills. What emerged was a holistic view of 

secondary learning, as evidenced through the preceding sections of 

Part 4: Our Story and what follows in this section. The Four Pillars of 

Learning (Delors et al., 1996) - Learning to Know, Do, Live Together 

and Be - are used to organize key themes from the consultations.  

L������ �� *��" 

This dimension of learning refers to combining “a sufficiently broad 

general knowledge” with proficiency or mastery in a few subjects or 

disciplines (Delors et al., 1996). Learning to Know also means 

acquiring the skills needed in learning how to learn - enabling “the 

learner to experience the pleasure of knowing, discovering and 

understanding the learning process” (Nan-Zhao, 2005, p.2). 

Stakeholders identified a wide range of subjects in which they are 

interested in exploring (see Appendix D for a summary from the 

discussion sessions; Figure 9 below summarizes survey results 

related to courses of interest for secondary students). Regardless of 

subject, however, common themes that emerged from stakeholder 

discussions include: a desire to dive deeper into content and to 

enhance connections between disciplines.  

Discussions also highlighted the importance for students, as lifelong 

learners, to foster the necessary knowledge and skills to help them 

learn. The following competencies and attitudes were identified as 

critical for students to develop in their pursuit of lifelong learning: 

• foundational skills of literacy, numeracy and information and 

communication technology, 

• ability to understand, organize and synthesize information , 

• critical thinking skills, and 

• goal setting, planning and prioritizing . 

 

The subsequent section presents additional themes emerging from 

consultations that align with the Learning to Do pillar. 

Learning to Know is 

characterized by what has 

recently been coined the “T-

Shaped Learner” in the STEM 

field. 

The “T-Shaped Learner” is 

described as having a balance 

of broad knowledge, as signified 

by the arm of the “T” and deep 

understanding in a small set of 

areas, the riser of the “T”. 

Brooks & Holmes, 2014, p. 15 
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Figure 9: Number of secondary students who said they were interested in taking the 

courses/programs listed. 
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“[Students] need to learn how to 

find, process and analyze 

research and decide what is 

relevant.” 

School Administrator 

Skills students need to develop in 

secondary school: 

“Provide them [students] with a 

solid foundation so they can 

respond to change that may 

happen in their lifetime…” 

Parent/caregiver 

“We don’t need to graduate 

encyclopedias, but thinkers who 

can consider information.” 

Employer 

An amazing place to learn when 

students can “work at [their] own 

pace and learn and master skills 

before moving on.” 

Senior Administrator 
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This second pillar of learning, Learning to Do, is comprised of three 

facets: acquiring specific job-skills, job-related social skills and risk-

taking skills (Miclea, 2004). Sets of abilities falling within the 

Learning to Do pillar were highlighted by representatives from all 

stakeholder groups, with special emphasis placed on these job-

related skills by employer and parent/caregiver groups. 

With regard to specific job-skills, there was an acknowledgement 

that while these can be developed during secondary school, 

especially through experiential learning opportunities, the need to 

provide ongoing job-embedded learning will continue once students 

enter the workplace. Supporting adolescents with developing what 

was often referred to as “life skills” was identified as an urgent need 

by many stakeholders. In cases where the term “life skills” was 

expanded upon, it was defined as: financial literacy (e.g., budgeting, 

loans), job searching skills (e.g., resume writing, interview skills) and 

parenting and household management (e.g., cooking, cleaning, 

repairs). 

The following job-related interpersonal and risk-taking skills were 

highlighted by stakeholders as essential and in some cases 

perceived as underdeveloped: 

• problem-solving, 

• creativity, 

• communication (oral and written - handwriting, email), 

• teamwork and leadership, 

• self-motivation and monitoring (e.g., initiative, commitment, 

responsibility), 

• risk-taking, and 

• conflict resolution. 

Learning to Do skills, as mentioned above, are both applicable and 

transferrable to all industries and professions, as well as within post-

secondary education and daily life. 
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“[Students value] application of 

the subjects to their lives and 

careers.” 

Trustee 
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Top employee competencies as 

rated by employers within the 

London Economic Region: 

• Work ethic, dedication, 

dependability 

• Communication (both oral 

and written) 

• Customer service 

• Self-motivated/ability to work 

with little or no supervision 

• Teamwork/interpersonal 

Elgin Middlesex Oxford 

Workforce Planning and 

Development Board, 2016 
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“[Students] value skills that will 

help them succeed in the fu-

ture...would like to learn more 

about how to focus, how to use 

their strengths and interests to 

their advantage and use them to 

be creative and prepared for 

jobs.” 

Teachers 

Type of skills that students need 

include: 

• “The ability to learn how to 

adapt to specific job 

requirements.” (Employer) 

• “Time and project 

management—how to 

manage multiple facets of 

things happening at the 

same time.” (Post-Secondary 

Representative) 
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Put simply, Learning to Be refers to fostering a sense of self. This 

dimension involves developing personal competencies that 

“engender in each individual the capacity to create a singular path to 

make a difference in the world” (UNESCO, 2005, p. 49). Self-

discovery was identified by various participants as an essential 

component of the secondary learning experience. Stakeholders 

identified and shared the following examples of personal 

competencies associated with self-discovery:  

• self-awareness (e.g., knowing their strengths, areas for growth, 

passions, values), 

• resilience, 

• self-care (e.g., mental and physical well-being), 

• self-advocacy and determination, and 

• ability to recognize emotions and regulate accordingly. 

Knowing and forming one’s identity constitutes a critical connection 

between human development and experience. Creating the 

necessary conditions to acquire and practice these skills during 

secondary school is valued by stakeholders and believed to be an 

important factor in helping students reach their full potential. 
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Learning to Live Together refers to two complementary processes: 

the “discovery of others” and the “experience of shared 

purposes” (Delors et al., 1996). Obtaining and enhancing abilities to 

effectively communicate and collaborate with others who have 

diverse backgrounds, experiences and worldviews has been 

identified as increasingly important in today’s global society and 

market place (Nan-Zhao, 2005; UNESCO, 2014).  

Stakeholders discussed the importance of developing greater 

awareness of and skills aligned with the learning processes outlined 

above. They include the importance for secondary learners to 

develop and/or engage in the following: 

• perspective taking and empathy, 

• knowledge and understanding of diverse experiences and 

worldviews (e.g., cultures, abilities), 

• awareness of local and global issues (e.g., racism, poverty, 

environmental issues), 

• volunteerism, and 

• learning multiple languages (e.g., international languages, sign 

language). 

Given the expansive and complex networks in which we constantly 

interact, developing and practicing relational skills within secondary 

school environments is essential. Along these lines, stakeholders 

commented on the importance of continued support for face-to-face 

and collaborative learning. Some participants suggested that online 

learning has its benefits, but cannot completely replace in-person 

learning interactions. 

“Facing the challenges of the 

21st century requires a 

deliberate effort to cultivate in 

students personal growth and 

the ability to fulfill social and 

community responsibilities as 

global citizens.” 

Biialik et al, 2015, p. 1 
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“[Students value] self-

discovery…[learning] how they 

are connected to other people, 

talents, interests, etc.” 

School Administrator 

The secondary learning 

experience is about “creating an 

identity; [more specifically] 

learning who they are, building 

confidence, finding where they 

fit in, empowerment and 

ownership over learning and self

-improvement, growth and 

development.” 

Teacher 

“[Students value] knowing that 

they can make a difference both 

in [the] school setting and [in 

the] community.” 

Parent/Caregiver 

Students are interested in 

“Global village—other languages 

and explor[ing] other ideas and 

deal[ing] with other cultures.” 

Senior Administrator 

“Promote the idea where school 

is a place of perpetual change. 

Where together people can 

create.” 

Trustee 
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Online Survey Analysis 

Table 3: Percentage responses by stakeholder groups to consistent items posed on 

survey. 

Table 4: Percentage responses by staff regarding skill development, programs and 

courses and pathways (n=255) 

Ques�on Strongly 

Agree 
Agree Disagree 

Strongly 

Disagree 

Don’t 

Know 

Students are developing the skills they 

need to reach their fullest potential. 
4% 50% 34% 6% 6% 

Students are developing the skills they 

need to prepare them for their future. 
4% 47% 35% 5% 8% 

Students have access to the courses and 

programs they are interested in. 
7% 49% 33% 6% 5% 

Students are aware of the different 

pathways available to them. 
11% 53% 27% 4% 5% 
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Figure 10: Percentage responses 

from secondary students (above). 

Figure 11: Percentage responses 

from elementary students (above). 

Figure 12: Percentage responses 

from parents/caregivers (above). 

Responses to “My school/my 

child’s school is an amazing 

place to learn”: 

Question Participant 
Strongly 

Agree 
Agree Disagree 

Strongly 

Disagree 

Don’t 

Know 

I am interested in what I am 

currently learning in school.  

Elementary 

Students 
10% 65% 16% 6% 3% 

Secondary 

Students 
9% 62% 18% 7% 4% 

My child/children are 

interested in what they are 

currently learning in school. 

Parents/

caregivers 
11% 61% 20% 5% 2% 

Elementary 

Students 
8% 33% 37% 10% 13% 

Secondary 

Students 
15% 42% 28% 10% 6% 

My child/children's school 

offers all the courses that they 

are interested in taking. 

Parents/

caregivers 
8% 45% 35% 10% 2% 

My school offers all the 

courses that I am interested in 

taking.  

Stakeholder perspectives 

The public was invited to complete an online survey as a means of 

increasing understanding around stakeholder perspectives regarding 

key themes emerging from consultation sessions. Responses to 

questions not already presented in the previous sections are outlined 

below and an explanation of between group commonalities and 

differences is provided on the subsequent page. The online survey 

along with more details about the findings can be found in Appendices 

B and C. As noted in Part 3: Our Approach, responses from recent 

graduates, post-secondary institutions and employer groups were 

excluded from the statistical analysis due to the small number of 

participants. 
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Commonalities and differences between stakeholders 

The analysis of variance revealed a number of commonalities and 

differences between student, parent/caregiver and staff group 

perspectives. Comparing staff with parents/caregivers revealed no 

statistically significant differences between the groups’ beliefs 

concerning the experiences and skills items. In terms of importance, 

parents/caregivers ranked caring and passionate teachers, a safe 

and inclusive environment and involved and engaged school leaders 

as the top three for secondary school experiences. Staff also ranked 

safe and inclusive environments and caring and passionate teachers 

as their highest in importance, along with a wide range of courses 

and programs. Parents/caregivers and staff ranked the importance 

of literacy skills, critical thinking skills and program solving skills very 

highly.  

Examination of the variance between the parent/caregiver and staff 

groups, with the student groups uncovered a number of statistically 

significant differences. Secondary students and staff perspectives 

differed significantly on every item except for diverse school 

populations, flexible and collaborative learning spaces and financial 

skills. As well, the means for the secondary student responses were 

lower for every item except for learning at your own pace. These 

same results were found when comparing secondary students to 

parents/caregivers. Overall, these differences show that parents/

caregivers and staff generally rated the majority of the items as 

having more importance than secondary students.  
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Items identified by stakeholders 

as having the most importance 

in terms of the secondary 

learning experience: 

Employers (n=21) 

• Learning with and from a 

wide range of experts (e.g., 

people working in the trades 

and other professions) 

• Caring and passionate 

teachers 

• Engaging with the broader 

community (e.g., 

employers, post-secondary 

institutions, not-for-profit 

organizations) 

Post-Secondary 

Representatives (n=30) 

• Mental health supports 

• Safe and inclusive 

environment 

• Wide range of courses and 

programs 

Recent TVDSB Graduates (n=9) 

• Caring and passionate 

teachers 

• Mental health supports 

• Wide range of courses and 

programs 

Table 5 (right) and Table 6 (p. 

31) display mean scores and 

standard deviations (SD) for 

survey responses to items 

regarding participants’ 

perspectives of the importance 

of identified supports, strategies 

and skills.  

Responses are based on a 

scale of 0 to 10, where 0=not at 

all important and 10=extremely 

important. Please note that 

several items were slightly 

reworded for formatting 

purposes. The original wording 

can be found in Appendix B. 

Elementary 

(n=63) 

Secondary 

(n=463) 

Parents   

(n=625) 

Staff      

(n=255) 

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD 

Wide range of courses and 

programs  
7.9 2.6 8.6 1.9 8.9 1.5 9.0 1.3 

Wide range of extracurricular 

activities 
8.2 2.3 7.5 2.7 8.1 1.9 8.1 1.9 

Learning with and from a wide 

range of experts  
7.1 2.6 7.3 2.4 8.2 1.8 8.3 1.7 

Practical and hands-on learning  7.7 2.8 7.5 2.4 8.3 1.9 8.6 1.5 

Up-to-date resources  8.3 2.3 8.5 2.1 8.9 1.6 8.9 1.5 

Safe and inclusive environment  8.5 2.3 8.4 2.4 9.3 1.4 9.3 1.4 

Table 5. Mean ratings and SD 

for perceived importance of 

each item below. 

Diverse school population 6.3 2.6 6.6 3.1 6.6 2.8 7.0 2.5 

Learning at own pace  7.6 2.8 7.9 2.4 7.4 2.2 7.4 2.2 

Flexible collaborative spaces  7.1 2.8 7.4 2.3 7.2 2.3 7.3 2.3 

Caring and passionate teachers  8.5 2.5 8.8 2.1 9.4 1.2 9.4 1.3 

Involved and engaged leaders  7.8 2.9 7.6 2.5 9.0 1.5 8.8 1.7 

Guidance and career 

counselling supports  
7.4 2.9 7.9 2.4 8.8 1.7 8.8 1.6 

Student leadership 

opportunities  
7.5 2.7 7.1 2.5 8.1 1.7 8.2 1.6 

Mental health supports  7.8 2.8 8.0 2.7 8.7 1.9 8.9 1.7 

Engaging with the broader 

community  
6.6 2.4 6.8 2.4 7.7 2.0 7.9 2.0 

Collaborating with others  6.8 2.6 6.8 2.5 7.7 1.9 8.1 1.8 
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An examination of the results comparing the elementary students 

was more difficult due to the relatively small number of elementary 

responses. There were few significant differences found between the 

elementary and secondary students except for the wide range of 

courses and programs item, which was rated more important by 

secondary students. As well, numeracy skills were rated more 

important by elementary students when compared to secondary 

students.  

A comparison between staff and elementary students and parents/

caregivers and elementary students revealed agreement on some 

items but a statistically significant difference on other items; 

specifically, engaging with the broader community, which was ranked 

more importantly by staff and parents/caregivers.  

Overall, these results show that there was considerable difference of 

opinion on some items especially when comparing parent/caregiver 

and staff groups to the secondary and elementary students. 

These findings suggest that ongoing dialogue with all stakeholder 

groups is needed to ensure that there is greater understanding 

among groups and to inform decision making that is responsive to 

diverse perspectives and goals. 
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Items identified by stakeholders 

as having the most importance 

in terms of skills to develop 

throughout secondary school: 

Employers (n=21) 

• Problem solving skills 

• Communication skills 

• Working with others 

Post-Secondary 

Representatives (n=30) 

• Communication skills 

• Problem solving skills 

• Critical thinking skills 

Recent TVDSB Graduates (n=9) 

• Critical thinking skills 

• Creativity and innovation 

• Learning to learn 

Elementary 

(n=63) 

Secondary 

(n=463) 

Parents   

(n=625) 

Staff      

(n=255) 

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD 

Literacy skills  8.4 2.3 8.5 2.2 9.5 1.1 9.4 1.0 

Numeracy skills  8.5 2.0 7.8 2.2 9.3 1.2 9.2 1.1 

Critical thinking skills  8.0 2.1 8.4 2.0 9.4 1.1 9.3 1.1 

Working with others  7.6 2.4 7.9 2.3 8.6 1.6 8.8 1.5 

Working safely  8.1 2.2 7.9 2.3 8.8 1.6 8.8 1.5 

Global awareness and 

citizenship  
7.0 2.4 7.1 2.4 7.9 1.9 8.1 1.7 

Table 6. Mean ratings and 

SD for perceived 

importance of each item 

below. 

Creativity and innovation  7.8 2.0 7.8 2.2 8.3 1.6 8.3 1.7 

Productivity and 

accountability  
7.9 2.1 7.9 2.1 8.9 1.5 9.0 1.4 

Leadership and responsibility  8.0 2.3 8.0 2.1 8.5 1.5 8.5 1.5 

Initiative and self-direction  7.9 2.1 7.9 2.1 8.6 1.5 8.8 1.4 

Organization and time-

management  
8.1 2.1 8.4 2.2 9.0 1.4 9.1 1.1 

Learning to learn  7.6 2.4 7.7 2.5 8.6 1.6 8.8 1.4 

Communication skills  8.3 2.4 8.4 2.1 9.1 1.2 9.2 1.1 

Empathy / perspective taking  7.7 2.0 7.6 2.4 8.4 1.6 8.5 1.6 

Problem solving skills  8.4 2.0 8.6 2.0 9.4 1.1 9.4 1.1 

Flexibility and adaptability  7.8 2.4 7.8 2.0 8.4 1.6 8.6 1.6 

Work ethic  8.1 2.2 8.3 2.0 9.0 1.3 9.2 1.0 

Mental health  8.0 2.4 8.4 2.3 8.7 1.8 8.9 1.6 

Financial skills (e.g. taxes, 

budgeting)  
8.1 2.9 8.6 2.1 8.7 1.7 8.7 1.4 

Self advocacy  7.7 2.4 7.9 2.0 8.8 1.5 8.8 1.5 
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The purpose of this document is to illuminate the beliefs and 

experiences of our stakeholders in relation to secondary 

learning. It is intended to provide an overview of what 

students need and desire from their secondary school 

experience to inform the next phase of Rethink Secondary 

Learning - planning and action.  

We have completed the initial phase of our journey. Our 

stakeholders have been consulted and all of the feedback 

has been analyzed. We have learned that students, parents/

caregivers, trustees, board staff, employers and post-

secondary institutions want quality secondary school 

experiences that provide rich and varied opportunities for all 

of our students.  

Now comes the most difficult part of any learning journey—

action. What we have learned during the initial consultation 

phase of the Rethink Secondary Learning process is only 

useful if we do something with it. Fortunately, Thames Valley 

has some powerful resources at its’ disposal: our 

stakeholders and our staff. Together we have the ability and 

motivation to support students in their lifelong learning 

journey to explore, develop and succeed.  

34 A framework for 

action 

34 Putting it all together 

39 Our commitment to 

Rethink Secondary 

Learning 
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To help us turn our stakeholder voices into action, the following framework was developed to visualize 

the connections between the different themes and categories identified during the public input process. 

Learning Aspirations form the center or foundation of the diagram and depicts the balance of student 

needs for Learning to Know, Be, Live Together and Do as outlined in the influential UNESCO report - 

Learning: The Treasure Within (Delors, 1996). Surrounding this are the Learning Environments and 

Learning Experiences which provide both the context and strategies needed to facilitate student learning 

and, ultimately, enabling students to reach their full potential.  

As part of the Rethink Secondary Learning consultation process, system level staff were invited to 

provide examples of practices already occurring within TVDSB and any suggestions for improvements. 

Examples and suggestions are aligned with the key themes outlined in the previous section. Where 

appropriate relevant quotes from the discussion sessions have also been included. It is important to 

note that what follows is not an exhaustive list of practices, strategies and supports, but rather a 

sampling of what is, or could be, applied within the secondary learning context to support positive 

outcomes for students. 
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Learning Environments 

Key Themes Examples provided by system 

staff of what is happening 

across TVDSB currently 

Suggestions for enhancing 

current practices 

Culture 

Relationships built on trust and 

respect 

“Student councils” 

“Leadership inquiries” 

“Reframing Our Responses” 

“Increased collaboration” 

Safe and inclusive environments “Gender neutral washrooms” 

“GSA (Gay Straight Alliance)” 

“Safe Schools, Do One Thing” 

“GSA partnering with teachers to 
help make the course more LGBT2Q 
inclusive” 

“Staff teambuilding” 

“Make these expected practices” 

High expectations “Resiliency Project” 

“Poverty Project” 

“High expectations and belief that 

ALL students can learn” 

Context 

Flexible schedules “Balancing grade 9 timetables” 

“Catch up days” 

“Dual credits” 

“SWAC-School within a College and 

SWAU-School within a University” 

“Chunking grade 9 Math/English all 

year” 

“Less structured time, more flexible 

hours” 

Supporting the whole student “Breakfast programs” 

“Counselling supports” 

“Holistic supports in all schools even 

when not obvious” 

“Remove barriers/stigma” 

Physical Space and Resources 

Flexible and modern learning spaces “Learning commons” 

 

“Making spaces more like thinker 

spaces like Google headquarters 

encouraging collaboration and 

communication” 

Access to up-to-date, relevant and 

necessary resources 

“New musical instruments” 

“Technology - iPads®, 

Chromebooks®” 

“Environmental Ed Centers” 

“Comfortable seating” 

“Wellness room” 

“Maker space” 

“Make sure all buildings are 

accessible and have proper facilities” 

“Change some staff mind sets 

around technology” 

“e-Learning support space” 
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Learning Experiences 
Key Themes Examples provided by system 

staff of what is happening 

across TVDSB currently 

Suggestions for enhancing 

current practices 

Courses and Programs 

Wide range of programs and courses 

at all schools 

“Dual Credit” 

“SWAC-School within a College and 

SWAU-School within a University” 

“Specialist High Skills Major (SHSM)” 

“International Certificate Program, 

starting Fall 2016” 

“De-streaming grade 9 and 10” 

“More First Nations studies” 

Opportunities to explore multiple 

pathways and career options 

“Arts programming” 

“Forest City Programs” 

“Specialist High Skills Major” 

“Emphasis Technology” 

“Ensure that all pathways are offered 

throughout secondary schools (all 

four years)” 

Collaborating local businesses, 

organizations and post-secondary 

institutions 

“Reach Ahead” 

“Martin Aboriginal Entrepreneurship 

Program” 

“Conservation Authorities provide 

many authentic inter-disciplinary 

learning and leadership 

opportunities” 

“More professionals and 

tradespeople come into the 

classroom” 

“Facilitate/renew existing policies to 

remove barriers to partner with 

community agencies” 

“Increased connection with post-

secondary/industry” 

Instruction and Assessment 

Relevant and engaging instruction “Inquiry-based instruction, cross-

curricular, co-op, e-learning” 

“OYAP - Ontario Youth 

Apprenticeship Program” 

“Cross-curriculum opportunities for 

student and teachers, co-op 

placements that support all 

pathways” 

Using a variety of strategies, 

supports and tools 

“Credit Recovery” 

“Alternative Education opportunities” 

“Differentiated instruction” 

“School Within a School” 

Student voice and choice “Project-based learning” 

“Musical Theatre” 

“Choice in how students represent 

their learning (product)” 

“Student-led project based learning/

inquiry projects” 

Learning as a process “D2L - Desire to Learn” 

“Grade 9 Applied Math Focus” 

“Increase focus on formative 

assessment and descriptive 

feedback e.g. GAFE (Google Apps 

for Education)” 

Breadth of extracurricular 

opportunities 

“Comprehensive inter-school 

athletics clubs” 

“Offer a range of sports, music arts in 

most schools” 

“DECA” (Prepares emerging leaders 

and entrepreneurs)” 

“Students should get credits in 

extracurriculars” 

“Different types of extracurriculars 

(expansion of robotics, coding 

clubs)” 

Extracurricular Opportunities 
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Learning Aspirations 
Key Themes Examples provided by system 

staff of what is happening 

across TVDSB currently 

Suggestions for enhancing 

current practices 

Learning to Know 

Sufficient broad general knowledge 

with mastery in a few subjects or 

disciplines and learning how to learn 

“Learning a second language” 

“International Schools Partnerships” 

“My Blueprint for tracking” 

“Inquiry based learning” 

“Making connections between 

subjects” 

“Less curriculum coverage and 

develop a deeper understanding” 

Learning to Do 

Job-skills, job-related social skills and 

risk-taking skills 

“Work Internship” 

“Co-op” 

“Community volunteering hours” 

“Arts Programming” 

“Intergenerational Choir” 

“Experiential” 

“Giving teachers permission to try 

new things” 

“Make experiential learning 

sustainable” 

“Take it from role play to authentic” 

Learning to Live Together 

Effective communication and 

collaboration with diverse groups of 

people 

“Google Docs” 

“Embracing Who We Are curriculum” 

“Environmental Clubs” 

“Cultural Competency sessions for 

staff” 

“Broadening the community context 

we have (e.g. Pillar, Innovation 

Works)” 

Learning to Be 

Fostering a sense of self, knowing 

and forming one’s identity 

“Gifted programming” 

“Community partnerships” 

“Students as researchers” 

“Mentally Healthy Schools—Student 

Voice Project” 

“Passion project” 

“Flexibility is key. Different schools 

and students have different 

strengths” 
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Our Commitment to Rethink Secondary Learning 

Learning Aspirations 

• Align strategic planning and programming more closely to the Four Pillars of Learning 

(Delors et al.,1996). Specifically: 

• Learning to Know, which refers to combining “a sufficiently broad general knowledge” 

with proficiency or mastery in a few subjects or disciplines (Delors et al.,1996); 

• Learning to Do, which includes acquiring specific job-skills, job-related social skills and 

risk-taking skills (Miclea, 2004); 

• Learning to Live Together, which refers to the “discovery of others” and the 

“experience of shared purposes”(Delors et al.,1996); 

• Learning to Be, which involves developing personal competencies that create “in each 

individual the capacity to create a singular path to make a difference in the 

world” (UNESCO, 2005, p.49). 

• Collaborate with stakeholders and other Boards of Education to identify measures and 

methods to assess learning in each of the pillars. 

At Thames Valley District School Board, we have the opportunity to tranform secondary 

learning to better meet the needs and aspirations of our learners and stakeholders. In order to 

move forward, we must translate the knowledge gained from the initial phase of the Rethink 

process into action. A further report detailing the Board’s plans for secondary learning will 

specifically outline these actions. This report will be developed and released during the 2016-

2017 school year. As a means of bridging our stakeholder voices to these plans TVDSB 

commits to the following: 

Learning Experiences 

• Work toward a wider range of programs and courses for secondary students. 

• Strengthen collaboration through ongoing dialogue with post-secondary institutions, 

industry, employers and community agencies to explore ways for enhancing secondary 

learning experiences.  

• Support staff in implementing evidence-informed strategies to enhance instructional 

practices focused on developing essential skills as identified by stakeholders and in the 

literature (e.g. learning how to learn, life skills, social emotional learning, job-related skills, 

resilience). 

• Investigate opportunities to enhance or expand innovative programming and approaches 

to facilitate risk-taking, experiential and interdisciplinary learning for students in all 

pathways (e.g. co-op, project-based, program-based, inquiry learning). 

• Explore options for developing or strengthening extracurricular programming for all 

students (e.g. availability, accessibility and responsive to need and interests, student-led).  
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Learning Environments 

• Continue to enhance a coordinated approach for integrating Mental Health and Well-

Being, Safe and Accepting Schools and Equity and Inclusive programming and supports.  

• Provide ongoing support in translating into action relevant research around understanding 

and augmenting conditions necessary for learning. 

• Enhance efforts by schools to respond to students’ needs and desire for flexible 

schedules. 

• Identify opportunities for creative designs to allow for versatile collaborative spaces to 

enrich instructional practices and learning experiences. 

• Support the Information and Communication Technology Strategic Plan by implementing 

the necessary infrastructure to create technology-rich learning environments and by 

providing learning opportunities for staff and students to enhance digital skills. 

Framework for achieving quality learning opportunities for all students 
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Appendix A 

Consultation Questions by Stakeholder Group 

 

Secondary Students 

1. What are some things you value most about your school experience? 

2. What do you think contributes to your success at school and why? 

3. What interests you? What would you like to learn more about? 

4. At school, are you developing the skills you need for your future? Why or why not? 

5. What additional courses or programs would you like to see offered at your school and why? 

6. How do you best learn? 

7. What would make your school an amazing place to learn? 

 

Elementary Students 

1. What are some things you value most about your school experience? 

2. What do you think contributes to your success at school and why? 

3. What interests you? What would you like to learn more about? 

4. At school, are you developing the skills you need for your future? Why or why not? 

5. What courses or programs are you interested in taking in secondary school? 

6. How do you best learn? 

7. What would make your school an amazing place to learn?  

 

Teachers 

1. What do you think students value most about their school experience? 

2. What do you think contributes to student success at school and why? 

3. What do you think interests students? What do you think students would like to learn more about 

4. Do you think your secondary school(s) are providing students with the skills needed to succeed? 
Why or why not? 

5. What additional courses or programs would enhance students’ school experience and help them in 
the future? 

6. How do you think students best learn? 

7. What would make school an amazing place to learn?  

 

Principals and Vice-Principals 

1. What do you think students value most about their school experience? 

2. What do you think contributes to student success at school and why? 

3. What do you think interests students? What do you think students would like to learn more about? 

4. Do you think your secondary school(s) are providing students with the skills needed to succeed? 
Why or why not? 

5. What additional courses or programs would enhance students’ school experience and help them in 
the future? 

6. How do you think students best learn? 

7. What would make school an amazing place to learn?  
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Consultation Questions by Stakeholder Group continued 

 

Employers 

1. Do you think students are developing the skills they need for their future? Why or why not? 

2. What type of skills or expertise do you think students need to succeed in the workforce? 

3. What do you forecast as the “skills of the future” that will be needed in the workforce? 

4. What kind of job skills will be required specifically in our region in the future? 

5. What could be done to improve interaction between employers, educators and students to build a 
better workforce? 

6. Other comments, suggestions or ideas? 

 

Senior Administration 

1. What do you think students value most about their school experience? 

2. What do you think contributes to student success at school and why? 

3. What do you think interests students? What do you think students would like to learn more about 

4. Do you think your secondary school(s) are providing students with the skills needed to succeed? 
Why or why not? 

5. What additional courses or programs would enhance students’ school experience and help them in 
the future? 

6. How do you think students best learn? 

7. What would make school an amazing place to learn?  

 

Post-Secondary Institutions 

1. Do you think students are developing the skills they need for their future? Why or why not? 

2. What type of skills or expertise do you think students need to succeed in post-secondary 
education? 

3. What do you forecast as the “skills of the future” that will be needed in the workforce? 

4. What additional courses or programs in secondary school would enable students to be more 
successful in post-secondary education? 

5. Are there any other ‘life skills’ other than workforce and academic skills that would better prepare 
students for life outside of education? 

6. What could be done to improve interaction between employers, educators and students to build a 
better workforce? 

 

Trustees 

1. What do you think students value most about their school experience? 

2. What do you think contributes to student success at school and why? 

3. What do you think interests students? What do you think students would like to learn more about? 

4. Do you think your secondary school(s) are providing students with the skills needed to succeed? 
Why or why not? 

5. What additional courses or programs would enhance students’ school experience and help them in 
the future? 

6. How do you think student’s best learn? 

7. What would make school an amazing place to learn?  
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Stakeholder groups were asked during the discussion sessions about what additional 

programs and courses they thought should be offered in secondary schools. The following list 

illustrates these items.  

• The Arts, visual arts, art history, dance, drama, music/music theory, photography, 

videography, theatre (general and technical), graphic design, tattooing, crafts 

• Agriculture, aquaculture, horticulture 

• Architecture, AutoCAD 

• Business, entrepreneurship, marketing, tourism 

• Computer science (programming, coding, robotics, gaming, animation) 

• Culture, religious studies, spiritual knowledge, mythology 

• Economics, international studies, accounting 

• Education (special education, different systems/structures throughout the world), child 

development 

• English, writers craft, media studies, film studies, broadcasting, journalism, poetry 

• Fashion, esthetics/cosmetology, interior design, industrial design 

• Foods/chef (diversity – native food preparation), home economics, family studies, 

hospitality, horticulture/farming/gardening 

• Health and exercise sciences (kinesiology, sports psychology, nutrition), pediatrics, 

psychology/psychiatry, social work, pre-medical courses, nursing, anatomy, 

pharmacology 

• History (ancient civilizations, American, art), geography, anthropology 

• Languages (e.g. sign language, German, French, Japanese, Korean, Arabic, Spanish) 

• Math, statistics, accounting, calculus, algebra 

• Mental health and well-being, gender issues 

• Native studies (e.g. history, language) 

• Philosophy 

• Policing, criminology, law 

• Political science, international and global studies, social justice, women’s studies 

• Pop culture, entertainment industry (recording, business) 

• The Sciences, biochemistry, biology, ecology, chemistry, physics/quantum physics, 

space and exploration, engineering, neurology, astronomy, environment and wildlife, 

forensics, genetics, robotics 

• Skilled Trades, welding, machining, mechanics, woodworking, manufacturing, 

electricity, construction, HVAC 

• Tinkering/maker movement 
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Appendix E 

Glossary of Programs Referenced throughout this Resource 

ASPIRE: is a flexible and creative alternative program for students to earn their Ontario Secondary 

School Diploma (OSSD). This program encompasses both individual and group instruction. Currently, 

all compulsory courses are offered as well as, foods, music, physical education, visual arts and 

automotive technology. The majority of students are from a Low-German speaking Mennonite 

background; however other students in need of an alternative setting are also served. Retrieved from 

http://www.tvdsb.ca/EastElgin.cfm?subpage=291908 

Bealart: is a program located within the walls of HB Beal Secondary School in downtown London. 

Bealart has an undeniable presence in the community and art world, within Canada and beyond. The 

current curriculum offers studio arts to younger students in Canada’s largest and most innovative art 

school. Retrieved from http://bealart.com/home-2/about/ 

Dual credit: includes a number of options for students to earn secondary school credits for each 

college course they successfully complete. Options include the following: 

Day Away Program at Conestoga College, Fanshawe College and Lambton College: 

college courses are offered to Grade 12 students (eligibility criteria apply) who are post-

secondary bound. Students take a college course taught by college teachers in a college 

environment one day a week. Students are granted a secondary school credit for each college 

course they successfully complete. Retrieved from http://www.tvdsb.ca/Destinations.cfm?

subpage=134274 

School within a College (SWAC) at Fanshawe College: is a program option for students in 

their last year of secondary school who require 8-10 credits to graduate and are disengaged 

and not achieving to their full potential. Students in this program spend every day at Fanshawe 

College. The SWAC program offers students the opportunity to take up to four college courses 

and earn secondary school credits towards their OSSD. All dual credit college courses are 

taught by a member of the college faculty and the secondary curriculum instruction is provided 

by a TVDSB teacher. Retrieved from http://www.tvdsb.ca/Destinations.cfm?subpage=153913 

School within a College (SWAC) at Lambton College: is a program offered to Grade 12 

students interested in enrolling in college level courses at Lambton College during their fall and 

winter semesters. This unique arrangement under the School to College Work Initiative (SCWI) 

project allows post-secondary bound students the chance to experience life and learning at the 

college level. Retrieved from http://www.tvdsb.ca/Destinations.cfm?subpage=265866 

School within a University (SWAU) at Western University: is a program offered in 

partnership between TVDSB and Western University.  SWAU provides secondary students the 

opportunity to experience the university environment and earn credits at the secondary school 

and the university level. SWAU is for students experiencing exceptional change or challenges, 

who are at risk of discontinuing their secondary education and compromising potential post-

secondary pathways. Retrieved from http://www.tvdsb.ca/Destinations.cfm?subpage=221063 
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Emphasis-Technology : in addition to the array of technology programming offered at all Thames 

Valley secondary schools, six schools have been designated as Emphasis Technology Secondary 

Schools where, in most cases, the following nine technology areas are available: exploring technology, 

communications technology, manufacturing, transportation, construction, green industries, hair and 

aesthetics, hospitality and tourism and health care. Retrieved from http://www.tvdsb.ca/programs.cfm?

subpage=240900 

Ontario Youth Apprenticeship Program (OYAP): is a School to Work program that opens the door 

for students to explore and work in apprenticeship occupations starting in Grade 11 or Grade 12 

through the Cooperative Education program. Students have an opportunity to become registered 

apprentices and work towards becoming certified journeypersons in a skilled trade while completing 

their secondary school diploma. Retrieved from http://www.tvdsb.ca/Destinations.cfm?subpage=147254 

Specialist High Skills Major Program (SHSM): is a ministry-approved specialized program that allows 

students to focus their learning on a specific economic sector while meeting the requirements to 

graduate from secondary school. It also assists in their transition after graduation to apprenticeship 

training, college, university or the workplace. Retrieved from http://www.tvdsb.ca/Destinations.cfm?

subpage=147256 

Work Internship (WI): combines industry training with an individualized school program to prepare 

students for their chosen career. The program is structured so students experience personal success 

and leave high school with the pride and confidence of a well-prepared worker. Instead of focusing on 

academics within the traditional classroom, students get to take advantage of hands-on experience in 

the workplace. Retrieved from http://www.tvdsb.ca/Destinations.cfm?subpage=14725 
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